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The systems view on life and its emergence from complex chemistry has remarkably
increased the scientific attention onmetabolism in the last twodecades.However, dur-
ing this time there has not been much theoretical discussion on what constitutes a
metabolismandwhat role it actually played in biogenesis. A critical andupdated review
on the topic is here offered, including some references to classical models from last
century, but focusing more on current and future research. Metabolism is considered
as intrinsically related to the living but not necessarily equivalent to it. More precisely,
the idea of “minimalmetabolism”, in contrast to previous, top-down conceptions, is for-
mulated as a heuristic construct, halfway between chemistry and biology. Thus, rather
than providing a complete or final characterization ofmetabolism, our aim is to encour-
age further investigations on it, particularly in the context of life’s origin, for which
some concrete methodological suggestions are provided. Also see the video abstract
here: https://youtu.be/DP7VMKk2qpA
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Metabolism is the kernel of life. — Arren Bar-Even
INTRODUCTION
Experimental evidence coming from several research groups in the last
few years[1–7] is showing that central metabolic pathways, like glycol-
ysis, the pentose phosphate cycle, the citric acid cycle, or close ana-
logues, could run under prebiotic conditions, long before proteins and
enzymatic control developed in biological organisms. Building a solid
bridge fromgeochemistry andorganic chemistry towardsbiochemistry
still requires a lot of work, but we could be witnessing the first steps of
a fundamental change in our scientific approximation to the problemof
origins of life, brought about by a non-reductionist, systems conception
that is expanding, since the turn of the century, both in chemistry and
biology.[8–10] Leslie Orgel, one of the pioneers of the field of origins,
had deep concerns about the feasibility of reaction cycles in prebiotic
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conditions,[11,12] but he did acknowledge that “if complex cycles anal-
ogous to metabolic cycles could have operated on the primitive Earth,
before the appearance of enzymes or other informational polymers,
manyof the obstacles to the construction of a plausible scenario for the
origin of life would disappear”. By proving his primary intuition wrong,
like the aforementioned results seem to be doing (although not quite
there yet, as we will expand below), the scientific community would
be opening the way to prove him right in the latter assertion, which is
muchmore interesting and promising for the future of the field.
However, in order to design further experiments and research
avenues in the most productive way, we should take some time to
reflect, carefully, about what metabolism is. For many scientists,
metabolism consists in the set of chemical transformations that
sustain, at the most basic level, a living organism, by providing it with
molecular building blocks and energy to synthesize/repair all of its
components. In brief, metabolism would be the core chemistry of life,
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as it is realized in each cell,[13–15] or in a wider ecological context,
across the whole biosphere.[16,17] This conception appears to be fairly
congruent and secure, until one realizes that it is entirely dependent
on how one answers the question of what life is, or what a living being
is—which are tricky issues, still far from reaching consensus in the
academic sphere.[18–20] An alternative approach would be to consider
metabolism in its own terms: namely, as a chemistry that is strongly
linked to biological phenomena, but not fully subordinate to them.
From that standpoint, one could think about metabolic processes
that are not necessarily part of a full-fledged biological organism. And
this is of particular interest for those who consider that the idea of
metabolism should play a relevant role in leading the investigation
on the origins of life,[21–24] including ourselves.[25,26] Metabolism,
under the hypothesis that it could operate before proteins and genetic
mechanisms took the stage, would thus serve as a heuristic construct
to guide prebiotic research.
If such a premise is accepted and metabolism is postulated to stand
at the interface between chemistry and biology, then one is forced
to address: (i) the criteria to distinguish minimal forms of metabolism
from simpler sets of chemical reactions; and (ii) a plausible scenario
from which more complex expressions of metabolism could progres-
sively develop, all the way to genetically-instructed metabolisms, like
the ones we observe today in nature. The first point is related to what
several chemists interested in the origins of life are pointing at when
they speak about the need to discover a major “system innovation”[27]
or “emergent functions in complex reaction mixtures”[10]: that is, the
initial key steps for the process of biogenesis to take off, once a collec-
tion of primary molecular building blocks concur in a prebiotic setting.
The second point refers to later stages of that process, during which
the incipient metabolisms would gain robustness and fidelity in their
execution and reproduction, until they become full-fledged biological
metabolisms: in other words, how to correlate the conjecture with real
life, or with life as we know it, demonstrating that the principles of
metabolic organization have deep physico-chemical roots and should
constitute a central theoretical pillar for systems biology—as already
suggested by a number of authors.[28–30]
These are precisely the two main questions that we will consider
in the next pages, while putting forward a new conception of mini-
mal metabolism (alternative to its more common “top-down” biological
interpretation[31]), which will hopefully contribute to generate novel
hypotheses and lines of work in prebiotic chemistry, as well as food
for thought on the foundations of systems science. First, in the next
section (“Collecting the key ingredients for metabolism”), the most
relevant aspects to characterize metabolism will be brought to the
fore, in connection to previous approaches to the problem. Since most
of these “classical” approaches have been reviewed more extensively
elsewhere,[32–34] we will just retrieve those insights that, according to
our perspective, remain valid and useful for the current state of affairs.
This will allow us to articulate, in section “Minimal metabolism”: tenta-
tive proposal and viability conditions”, the theoretical criteria to differ-
entiate aminimalmetabolism fromanetworkof coupled chemical reac-
tions, based on the capacity of the former to produce its own material
constraining structures andestablish, autonomously, a functional boot-
strappingbetween the two: processesof synthesis andconstraints.Our
F IGURE 1 Minimal metabolisms would stand at the interface
between non-equilibrium complex chemistries and biological systems.
Asmajor prebiotic transitions unfold, the complexity of the
corresponding phenomena should increase, together with the capacity
to develop autonomous control mechanisms.Whereas chemical
diversity decreases (light grey area), in the sense that only a subset of
all possible molecular compounds/types of reactions is exploited by
living systems, functional diversity increases (darker grey area), in the
sense that these systemsmanage to generate and couple together a
wider (eventually, an open-ended) variety of inter-dependent
components and transformation processes
aimwill not be to come out with a neat, well-formalized or definite ver-
sion of what “minimal metabolism” consists in. Rather, the goal at this
stage is simply to offer a guideline, a prescription on how we should
think about it in order to conduct fruitful scientific research that brings
about a more accurate and comprehensive characterization of it in the
future. Nevertheless, tackling the problem from this systems concep-
tual framework has several important implications, as will be shown in
section “Methodological suggestions: a case for ‘rule-based’ computa-
tional approaches”, where we propose the methodology required for
such an exploration, and in the conclusion, where we briefly indicate
howminimal metabolisms, as they are here conceived, would naturally
thrive and evolve towards more complex architectures, like the ones
we observe in real living systems.
COLLECTING THE KEY INGREDIENTS FOR
METABOLISM
In line with our introductory remarks above, metabolism, though
intrinsically linked to living systems, does not cover all their com-
plex, multifarious phenomenology—which extends far beyond single-
organism physiology, spanning evolutionary time scales. Therefore,
metabolism will be treated here as fundamental for life but not syn-
onymous to life (in contrast to other authors—e.g., classically:[35,36]; or,
more recently:[29,34]). After insistingon this importantpoint, illustrated
in Figure 1, let us bring together those elements that characterize any
metabolism, including minimal (hypothetical) forms of it that could be
postulated as prebiotic.
A basic feature, sometimes forgotten because it is rather uncon-
troversial, is the fact that metabolism is a non-reducible, sys-
tems construct. Indeed, all the traditional models on “minimal liv-
ing organization”,[37–41]1 conceive of it as a coupled set of diverse
molecules and transformation processes that cannot be scaled down,
1 The “hypercycle” model,[42] also a classical in theoretical biology, will not be discussed in
this article, since it addresses the evolution of molecular replicators—not metabolism, in a
proper sense. It does argue for theneed that thosemolecular replicators get organized (“hyper-
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by definition, to a particular component or reaction.2 Although the
way to represent the indivisibility of such a set varies from model
to model (making use, respectively, of “complex mappings in cate-
gory theory”, of the abstract idea of “topological domain”, of “cou-
pled multi-component reaction cycles”, “bipartite networks”, or “func-
tional/hierarchical relations among λ-calculus expressions”), all those
pioneer works were elaborated in opposition to the strongly analytic
and reductionist approaches of molecular biology, predominant at the
time. This feature (the non-reducibility to molecular mechanisms) may
seemobvious now, in the era of systems biology, but it has a fundamen-
tal consequence for our purposes here: metabolism must be defined
in relational terms (i.e., through an account that includes—and typi-
cally highlights—the relationships among the different components of
a system, not just the components themselves). What remains to be
elucidated—and will be the focus of the next pages—is the type/s of
constituents and processes involved, the conditions of viability, as well
as the interactions and the architecture of relationships that character-
ize metabolic organization.
Chemical diversity in open and far-from-equilibrium
thermodynamic conditions
The major trouble that classical theoretical approaches to the prob-
lem of metabolism run into has to do with their high level of abstrac-
tion and strong inclination towards formalization. As we will explain
in more detail below (specifically, in section “Methodological sugges-
tions: a case for ‘rule-based’ computational approaches”), theoretical
research in this context should advance hand in hand with experimen-
tal work, each providing constant feedback to the other. The reason
behind is that one is forced to deal with complex chemical phenom-
ena that involve a remarkable diversity of components and non-linear,
dynamic interactions taking place in far-from-equilibrium heteroge-
neous conditions (with matter and energy coming in and out of the
system), so it is extremely difficult to use first principles for predic-
tion, or interpretation. Given the current lack of solid theoretical foun-
dations to explore emergent phenomena in such a complex context,
alternativemethodologies are required, hybridizing in vitro and in silico
approaches, and following the pathways that chemistry itself will show
us. For the same reason, coarse-grain modelling is not reliable under
such conditions. Yet, this is precisely what those classical models did,
taking inspiration from chemical and biological knowledge (biochem-
istry andmetabolic pathway analysis, in particular).
As a result, since then, the conceptual discussion on the basics
of metabolism has been biased by highly abstract concepts, like “clo-
sure” (in various versions: e.g., “organizational closure”[35]; “closure to
efficient causation”[36]; “closure in the space of catalytic tasks”[45]),
and too radical simplifications or strong assumptions (like the idea
that chemical couplings must be perfectly “stoichiometric”[39,46], that
cyclically”) through cross-catalytic relationships, but reasoning for it on strictly evolutionary
grounds.
2 This is why one of the historical roots of the field of “systems biology” can be found, pre-
cisely, in some last century theoreticians of metabolism[9,28,43] (more specifically, in the field
of “metabolic control analysis”[44]).
large populations of oligomers can spontaneously form, all with sim-
ilar probabilities for catalysis,[40,47] or that chemical reactions oper-
ate as purely formal grammars[41]). The messy, heterogeneous and
changeful chemistries fromwhichmetabolisms are likely to havedevel-
oped is very far from those neat idealizations.[48] Even the chemistry
taking place within extant, highly evolved cellular organisms probably
remains quite distant—with plenty of noise, dissipative processes, non-
linearities, chemical damage, irregularities, redundancies, and promis-
cuities thatminimalmodels tend tooverlook.Hence, it is time to change
the strategy on this problem. Experimental survey should take the lead,
because there is an obvious urge to implement in vitro families of sys-
tems of intermediate complexity that are minimally stable, under well-
defined conditions, before drawing any kind of generalization. Never-
theless, insights coming from theoretical biology (including the models
we just criticized) will be required, as well, to illuminate that empirical
search: the crux of the matter consists in selecting their most signif-
icant characteristics (without committing to other, dispensable ones).
Stated in brief, this is what we are just getting at.
Constructive self-maintenance: functional
bootstrapping between synthesis and control
The synthetic and constructive attributes of metabolism, like its sys-
tems nature, are not under debate. In fact, according to the most com-
mon view in science, as remarked above, themain role ofmetabolism is
the production of thematerial building blocks and themeans of energy
from which all living organisms continuously build and repair them-
selves. However, this fundamental, “enabling power” of metabolism
cannot be maintained in time unless it is realized in a way that it feeds
back on itself. In other words, metabolisms constitute real phenomena
only if, in addition to a network of coupled chemical transformations
providing matter/energy resources, a complementary functional rela-
tionship with—at least, part of—the actual products of those transfor-
mations is established. Such a functional relationship is accomplished
thanks to the constraining effects that an adequate combination of
products happen to exert on the underlying dynamics, responsible for
their synthesis. In extant biology, each living cell constitutes a perfect
example of this: within each of these autonomous entities, a large num-
ber of macro-molecules (e.g., proteins, RNAs, DNA) and supramolecu-
lar structures (e.g., lipid membranes), of the cell’s own making, operate
on top of a complex network of reaction pathways.
To be fair, all the classical models introduced above contain, some-
how, this core idea, although in diverse, distilled versions: in the
autopoietic theory,[35,38] special emphasis is given to the compart-
ment, the physical/topological boundary of the system, which is both a
result and a condition of possibility for the internal network; similarly,
in (M, R)-systems[36,37], enzymes are, at a time, the products and the
efficient kinetic controllers of all elementary reactions; in Kauffman’s
reflexively autocatalytic sets,[40,49] enzymes are substituted by amore
precarious and disordered ensemble of oligopeptides, but catalytic
action is explicitly distinguished from synthesis/cleavage reactions—
although both get deeply interconnected, as the network grows; in
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the model of the chemoton,[39,46] the informational subsystem feeds
from the metabolic one and, simultaneously, imposes a size constraint
on the latter (through the length of the polymer produced, plus the
strict stoichiometric couplings established among subsystems); finally,
in Fontana’s algorithmic chemistries,[41,50] λ-expressions develop into
increasingly complex clusters, whose maintenance depends on hierar-
chical relationshipwith other, simpler expressions belonging to the set.
Nevertheless, by focusing on a fundamental but only partial aspect
of the intricate, constructive self-maintenance that we observe in bio-
logical systems, each of these models, taken separately, could be miss-
ing the most important point: the “self” implied in “self-maintenance”
may be implemented robustly just as a combination of several of those
aspects, plus some more that we are currently missing. In their efforts
to condense an immensely complex phenomenon, like the basic orga-
nization of any living being, into a minimalist formal scheme, these pio-
neerswereofferingdifferent theoretical constructs (different, abstract
“selves”), none of which is, in practice, sufficiently rich to stand on
its own feet. The chemical implementation of some of those classi-
cal ideas led to several results of interest (e.g., Luisi’s group work on
autopoiesis[51,52] or Ghadiri’s on peptide networks with autocatalytic
properties[53,54]) but their implications and scope remained rather lim-
ited. More recent empirical approximations, from the field of systems
chemistry, have also managed to keep “in the same pot” reaction net-
works and products that have catalytic—or some other constraining—
effects on the actual network (see, e.g.:[55–58]). However, despite the
relevance of these novel approaches (that should certainly be contin-
ued), they seem to be falling short, probably still too simplified.
From our view, the hypothesis that there could be a natural limit,
a lower bound in the number and diversity of endogenously gener-
atedmolecular constraints necessary to have ametabolismup and run-
ning should be more seriously considered. In fact, as argued in,[59] the
concurrence of an irreducible core of different (kinetic, spatial, ener-
getic) control mechanisms3 might be key to trigger the emergence of the
first autonomous functional systems. Without the combined effects of
a basic set of catalysts, compartments, energy currencies (like some
other research groups are more specifically searching for: e.g.,[69]) and
without an underlying reaction network that is subject to their control,
no effective functional bootstrapping may occur. Since this is a central
tenet of our article, wewill expand on it in the next section.
“MINIMAL METABOLISM”: TENTATIVE PROPOSAL
AND VIABILITY CONDITIONS
No metabolism has been realized, so far, outside living organisms,
deprived of the exquisite control of enzymes and additional cellu-
3 Our use of the term “control” in this paper is not the standard one, coming originally from
cybernetics,[60] and typically identified with feedback mechanisms operating in biological
cells[61]—but also in relatively simpler phenomena, like “dissipative structures”[62] or more
recent non-equilibrium dynamic patterns.[63,64] We follow here a different tradition in the-
oretical biology, which relates the idea of “control” to functional constraints and hierarchical
relationships established in intrinsically complex systems.[65] Thus, control for us involves an
asymmetric causal connection that relies on the dynamic decoupling between processes and
constraints,[65,66] which will be elaborated next; see also.[45,59,67,68]
lar machinery. The evidence that the contrary could be plausible (at
least, for some core pathways, or close chemical relatives, as we men-
tioned in the introduction:[1–7]), is promising but still inconclusive.
In addition, there is an open, ongoing debate on whether prebiotic
reactions to produce the first biomolecules, the basic building blocks
for life (e.g., amino acids, lipids, nucleosides), should resemble cur-
rent metabolic pathways or be completely different[27,70]. This res-
onates with some classical controversies among defenders of the het-
erotrophic versus autotrophic nature of the first metabolisms.[71,72]
The question may not have an “all-or-none” answer (see:[13,73–75], for
intermediate positions). In principle, nobody can refute the possibil-
ity that the beginnings were, indeed, very different. However, it is
harder to prove that case, because one must demonstrate, on top of
the geological likelihood of such a divergent, primitive chemistry, what
would be, then, the sequence of evolutionary steps required to con-
verge towards extant biochemical pathways. The common justifica-
tion that “natural selection would do the job, one way or another”
is not tenable as a scientific argument, and less so the further
away the corresponding chemistries stand from each other.4 Instead,
if someone eventually finds abiotic conditions under which a col-
lection of cyclic and linear reactions resembling—if not equal to—
extant metabolic pathways spontaneously appear and maintain them-
selves (without highly specialized/evolved catalysts, like enzymes),
who will discard that option as a more parsimonious prebiotic
scenario?
Regardless of the final answer that we may give to this prelimi-
nary question, the challenge of combining a set of transformation path-
ways to put together a complete metabolism should not be underesti-
mated. Establishing an operational criterion for such a task, determin-
ing how to proceed and when it would be actually finished, is not obvi-
ous. In practice, if one tries to mimic current biochemistry too strictly,
the enterprise might turn out to be as hard as putting together a min-
imal living cell (e.g., Craig Venter’s last Mycoplasma construct[76,77])
from scratch. That approach certainly looks like a trap for “bottom-
up” approaches. Among other reasons, because the number of extant
metabolic pathways that are only viable—or mutually compatible—
thanks to the presence of a specific set of enzymes produced by the
cell is a big unknown, and so it will remain for a long time. There-
fore, in order to tackle the implementation of simpler metabolisms,
we consider that the strategy should be relatively flexible, search-
ing for a moderate degree of resemblance with existing pathways, to
ensure evolutionary continuity, but taking into consideration other,
surely more relevant aspects.
What are these aspects?Wewill try to respond to this pivotal ques-
tion here through a tentative but comprehensive enough proposal
about theminimal requirements formetabolism.Asweadvanced in the
previous section, the key premise will be the functional bootstrapping
between synthesis and control. This implies distinguishing two levels
of analysis in the system: processes vs constraints. Without this basic
4 Natural selection cannot operate in the void: it is impossible to conceive catalyst optimiza-
tion, for instance, without the prior existence of an underlying set of chemical reaction pro-
cesses. These processes may change (co-evolve with the catalysts) over time, of course, but
theymust be there from the beginning.
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F IGURE 2 Graphical representation of the functional bootstrapping that we propose as the key requirement for a “minimal metabolism”,
which involves both basic transformation processes and a diverse collection of constrainingmolecular structures that result from them and, at the
same time, exert control on them. The particular shape and volume of the truncated cone is not relevant, since it is just a metaphorical illustration
of the idea, but the non-reducibility hypothesis means that it remains truncated (top/bottom bases cannot shrink to a point)
hierarchical differentiation (schematically portrayed in Figure 2), it is
impossible to capture and adequately interpret the heart of the prob-
lem, themeshwork ofmaterial relationships, of diverse nature, that are
necessarily involved.
A non-reductionist, hierarchical view of minimal
metabolic organization
The distinction between processes and constraints (or boundary con-
ditions), as such, is not novel, of course. Many authors make use of
it, more or less explicitly, from those who do “constraint-based” mod-
elling of metabolism (like Flux Balance Analysis[78,79] or other recent
approaches[80]) to those who put forward the idea that metabolisms
first appeared on inorganic surfaces, on geological settings rich in min-
erals and natural gradients of various kinds (e.g., [81–83], or[16]). How-
ever, in such scenarios, constraints are equivalent to a set of exogenous
(externally imposed) boundary conditions: i.e. they remain too decou-
pled from the actual chemistry that theymodulate, virtually unaffected
by it. Although certain sides of the problemmay be addressed through
these approximations,we consider that theyare intrinsically limited for
understanding how complexmaterial organizations developed[84,85].5
Thus, in our account, the two levels of Figure 2 would be popu-
lated by a diversity of molecular compounds in mutual dynamic trans-
formation, although their relative stability, modes of interaction and
causal effects would differ. In a first approximation, one could think
about the “lower level” as the one in which basic metabolites diffuse,
5 Some of these authors conceive metabolism basically as non-equilibrium geochemistry, and
assume that this could unfold and build itself up into high levels of complexity, all theway to the
synthesis of DNA-RNA-protein machinery[83] or even ecosystem architectures,[16] without
the development of mechanisms for autonomous “micro-environment” control. Although that
possibility is certainlyworth exploring,we remain strongly skeptical about it. Endogenous com-
partmentalization processes, especially when they are tightly coupled with chemistry, seem to
be fundamental enablers of metabolic organization[26,32,84,85] not eventual outcomes of it.
The vectorial character of all forms of metabolism,[86,87] the relevance of organic interfaces
with water in order to trigger off key prebiotic processes[88] and the need to control fun-
damental internal variables (like pH, osmotic strength or electrolyte composition) to ensure
macromolecular function[89] support this latter view.
bump into each other, react and transform into other chemical species.
In turn, the “higher level” would be one in which some more elabo-
rate products of those reactions (e.g., oligomers, supramolecular struc-
tures), whose characteristic lifetimes are longer than typical reaction
times, come together to exert a number of constraining actions on the
former.6 We can say that it is a functional bootstrapping because the
recurrent loop between synthesis and control (the complex intercon-
nection between those two circular areas of each plane) is precisely
what causally explains the self-maintenance of the system. In other
words, our understanding of the concept of function is physiological (or
“dispositional”/“organizational”[90–93], applied, more precisely, to the
context of proto-cellular development[94,59]).
The main novelty of this proposal is the irreducible molecular and
interactive diversity at each level and, thereby, for the whole sys-
tem. More explicitly stated, we put forward that any effective func-
tional bootstrapping between synthesis and control, our key condi-
tion for metabolism, requires an inherent variety of components and
interactions at each level of description. Depending on the physico-
chemical couplings and mutual reinforcement relationships estab-
lishedamong those various components and transformationprocesses,
a number of different cyclic, self-constructing organizations could be
put together, with different degrees of dynamic robustness. The chal-
lenge of determining specific sets of reactants, transformation pro-
cesses, constraints and overall conditions that realize this functional
bootstrapping should be a primary goal for upcoming investigations.
To address that search, we just want to highlight that the graphical
metaphor of the “truncated cone” (Figure 2) means that the explo-
ration should involve chemical mixtures that bring about irreducible
6 The usual examples of endogenous constraints are enzymes (which operate locally, and with
high specificity, on a reaction process), or lipid membranes (with more global and relatively
less specific effects on the collection of molecules they encapsulate and the ongoing chemical
transformations). The differences in stability span, at least, a few orders of magnitude: frac-
tions of second for reactive species (in the slowest cases); beyond seconds, for constraints.
This asymmetry is also reflected in their characteristic copy numbers,which tend to be remark-
ably lower for the constrainingmolecules than for the constrained ones. Thus, an effective link
between components/processes belonging to both levels requires amplification and buffering
mechanisms, in addition to the direct, physico-chemical effects of the (internally produced)
constraints.
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BOX1.
Chemical example
Consider a reactive system producing all kinds of amino acids in a periodically changing environment (e.g., in aqueous, wet-dry cyclic
conditions). Making peptide bonds under such conditions would not be easy, even though the formation of polymers were, in principle,
thermodynamically favored (namely, the polymeric states on the complex energy landscape of the reactive system would not be accessi-
ble from themonomeric states due to kinetic hindrance). However, if α-hydroxy acids were added to themixture, ester bonds would then
be readily formed under aqueous conditions, and the subsequent substitution of the alcoholic group in the ester bond by the amino group
of an amino acid to form a thermodynamicallymore stable peptide bondwould also be easier and faster (similar ideas can be found in pro-
posals like the “thioesterworld”[13]). At first sight, the reactive systemwould have turnedmessier, since all kinds of randompolymerswith
differentmixingdegrees of ester andpeptidebondsmight emerge. Polymers, however, can generate intricate structures (through folding),
which are capable of implementing novel physico-chemical functionalities, becoming a target of selection. Indeed, if recurrent cycles of
oligomerizationanddisintegrationwereestablished in the system (analogous to anabolic-catabolic cycles), a tiny imbalance in the thermo-
dynamic stability of the ester vs peptide bond could effectively trigger the progressive enrichment of peptide links present in the polymer
backbone, over successive rounds of synthesis and decay. As a result of that “self-cleaning” process, so to speak, polymerswith novel func-
tional traits (e.g., enhanced ormore specific catalytic effects, including the avoidance of dissipation through side-reactions) would emerge
and become exploitable by the reactionmixture. In turn, these (higher-level) functionalitieswould unlock previously inaccessible areas on
the energy landscape of the reactive system, making it also less dependent from externally provided resources. Thus, we see how a com-
bination of factors, which involve both description levels (reaction network and constraints), are required to give a complete explanation
of the phenomenon. From this richer perspective, molecular recycling, for instance, stands out not only as key to avoidwasteful dynamics,
but also to allow for highly sensitive control mechanisms or to bring about more autonomous (internalized) behavior. These possibilities
would be further enhanced by the presence of autocatalytic loops and asymmetries in some key reaction mechanisms. Namely, cases in
which the reversibility of some reaction steps is provided through different transformation pathways, forward and backward, which can
afford new control options, as recently highlighted in the context of “dissipative self-assembly” phenomena[95]; see also.[96]
combinations of molecules and supramolecular structures with qual-
itatively different constraining effects on the reaction processes. For
instance, in accordance with[59] (or earlier[85]), one should investigate
chemical networks that produce catalysts (for kinetic control), self-
assembling amphiphiles (for spatial control), common intermediaries
to couple endergonic-exergonic processes (for energetic control), and
template structures (for variability control). But many different com-
binations and material implementations might be possible, within that
general scheme; and alternative schemes ought to be tried as well, of
course.
Metabolic viability involves autonomous control
development
Adopting this two-level (i.e. minimally hierarchical) perspective has
important implications in terms of how we conceive—and, thus, how
wepropose to investigate—the viability conditions for proto-metabolic
systems, as well as their evolutionary development (a concrete chemi-
cal example is given in Box 1, for illustrative purposes). With regard to
the underlying network of physico-chemical transformation processes,
among other features that one may consider (see[48] for an interest-
ing review), the fundamental requirement that stands out, from our
approach, is controllability. Not an external (e.g., human) or ubiqui-
tous (e.g., thermodynamic) type of controllability but, rather, the imple-
mentation of reaction networks that develop, locally, their own control
mechanisms and transform themselves through those mechanisms.
This brings forward an important shift of focus that should be more
explicitly addressed in the field. After all, why do metabolic processes
take place in non-equilibrium conditions? Why do they tend, so often,
to get organized in cycles? Why do they establish couplings through a
small set of common molecular intermediaries? A unifying answer to
all these questions is that the network becomes much easier to con-
trol under those circumstances. Hence controllability, endogenous or
autonomous controllability, appears as an essential and pervasive fea-
ture, to bemore carefully examined through experimental work.
This dual perspective also prompts thinking about the develop-
ment of metabolism in terms of a co-evolution or a co-determining
process between reaction networks and concurrent molecular con-
straints operating on them, which can be helpful in order to identify
the potential bottlenecks involved. For instance, it makes us realize
that chemical transformations, if they are to become metabolic,
should imply, right from the beginning, a landscape with significant
kinetic (and probably also energetic) barriers. Although it might seem
counterintuitive, one should investigate reactions that do not run,
or hardly run, but nevertheless hold the potential to be run more
efficiently, provided that they start producing the suitable catalysts,
or that they couple with other, enabling processes. Direct thermody-
namic control of a reaction is thus to be avoided—or very cautiously
used—by experimentalists. This line or reasoning stems from having
a complete enough picture of the situation, in which the endogenous
synthesis of (kinetic, spatial, energetic) control mechanisms and their
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F IGURE 3 Tentative scheme of the
interaction between in-silico and in-vitro
approaches. A system (complex natural
phenomenon) motivates investigation. By
combining the appropriate experimental setup
(machines, measurement devices and settings,
etc.) and the appropriate computational
platform (simulationmethod, software to use,
selection of parameters and constraints, etc.) a
richer understanding andmore effective
characterization of the real systemwill be
achieved. Both experiments and simulations
produce complementary results that help the
research team advance in their interpretation
of the real system/phenomenon and in the
design of subsequent research steps
(introducing corrections to either the
experimental or the computational setup—or
both). Explanation of arrow relations: dotted
arrows indicate influences, normal arrows
indicate productions, dash-dotted arrows
indicate interpretations. This graphwas
originally inspired by[20] (in particular, Figure 1
and the contents of section 4, in there)
effects on the underlying chemistry ought to be the main target of the
experiments. But, in turn, this points toward the need to reformulate
quite radically theway of carrying out empirical research on the origins
of metabolism, as wewill discuss next.
METHODOLOGICAL SUGGESTIONS: A CASE FOR
“RULE-BASED” COMPUTATIONAL APPROACHES
As argued above, minimal metabolisms are complex dynamic systems
that cannot be directly inferred from (currently known) first-principles,
so we suggest that they ought to be investigated through a combina-
tion of in vitro and in silico exploratory strategies. This goes beyond
the classical—yet important—claim that theoretical modelling should
be contrasted with empirical data, which has also been made in the
metabolism research camp (see, e.g.[97], [98] or[99]). More precisely,
we consider that in all empirical work related to the origins of life
the development of theoretical chemistry (including rigorous com-
putational model implementation, in executable code, with predic-
tive power) is mandatory, to double-check our intuitions and prelimi-
nary assumptions. Furthermore, simulation models should be used to
explore the limitations of the theoretical concepts under conditions
that are not accessible to the experiment. Therefore, in silico methods
must not be simply subordinated to data management (like they tend
to be, in recent times, acrossmanyother fields), but developedhand-in-
hand with in vitro approaches, since most research in prebiotic chem-
istry and biogenesis still needs to be hypothesis-driven.[100]
Figure 3 gives an overview on how we think this should operate,
in practice. Beyond standard work-cycles (i.e. subsequent rounds of
design, performance, and interpretation of experiments, in vitro or in
silico), a deeper and more systematic interbreeding between the two
types of methodology is proposed. In other words, instead of immedi-
ately trying to fix or redesign an in vitro experimental setup according
to the newly obtained data and insights, the latter should be used
to elaborate a closely related in silico theoretical model. Computer
simulations parameterized and constrained by the experimental data
allow (in addition to other regular predictions and interpretations)
collecting observations about the system that do not necessarily
translate into direct variables/magnitudes accessible through the
current experimental setup. Such results and the debate generated
(naturally, as these are compared with the evidence collected about
the real system) provide a much richer discussion platform to make
progress. The process would repeat from there, performing as many
cross-iterations as required.
Thus, we would have a cyclic, hybridizing process in which exper-
imental work advances hand in hand with theoretical research, each
providing constant feedback to one another. Although this may not be
a radically novel idea in science,we consider that a special effort should
bemade in that direction in theprebiotic research camp,with each type
of approach/methodology pushing the other tomoveout from its initial
“comfort zone” and trying to address and suggest new relevant aspects
of the phenomenon. Some experimentalists interested in the origins of
life have recently switched gears from the characterization of single
molecules and their reactions to the investigation of the behavior of
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BOX2.
“Rule-based” computational approaches
In the theoretical analysis of complex molecular mixtures, a given dynamic behavior is typically expressed by an aggregate variable, at
themacroscopic level, which translates into a characteristic distribution of (reactive) collisions ofmolecules, at themicroscopic level. This
means, that model building at the macroscopic level is accompanied by an information loss, in the sense that a distribution of molecular
interactions at themicroscopic description level is abstracted into a single numeric parameter value at themacroscopic description level.
A change of the macroscopic parameter value may influence the behavior of the macroscopic system description, but the connection (i.e.
how this change translates intomodifications of the “physical implementation” of the system at themicroscopic level – namely, in terms of
the distribution of reactive collisions ofmolecules) is lost. This detachment between themicroscopic andmacroscopic descriptionsmakes
it especially hard to design, interpret or engineer complex reactive mixtures. Current “rule-based” modelling approaches express knowl-
edge about local interactions between the building blocks of the system precisely as explicit rules (see[103,104] or the chemistry oriented
graph-rewrite framework MØD[105]). In this context, it is reasonable to assume that the collection of local rules captures every neces-
sary aspect of the system at the microscopic level. Specified in that way, the system can be simulated at that microscopic level without
any preconceived notion about how the macroscopic behavior arises in it. Thus, the aggregation of microscopic behavioral patterns into
macroscopic observables can be studied in depth, advancing the understanding on how the systemmay be engineered at themicroscopic
level (i.e., the physical implementation level), to achieve specific macroscopic behaviors.
Accordingly, a big advantage of rule-based approaches over classical ones is that they allow amore direct and precise investigation of the
impact of local modifications on the emergence of the global system-level behavior. Furthermore, since the application of rules depends
on specific structural patterns, as preconditions, this type of model is ideally suited to identify subsequent rule applications, necessary
to obtain a particular event of interest as a result of a sequence of elementary steps (e.g., the synthesis of a complex molecule from sim-
pler building blocks). This methodology is called “mechanistic causal analysis”,[106,107] and permits extraction of meaningful pathways or
mechanisms fromensembles of trajectories in rule-based simulations. Themost recent theoretical advances in this line ofwork have been
implemented as theKappaCalculus,[108] a rule-based approach that operates on site graphs and has already been showcased (e.g., for the
analysis of the synchronization of the molecular oscillators implementing the circadian clock of cyanobacteria[109]). Within this general
framework (including the combination of platforms like MØD and the Kappa Calculus) there is also potential to identify, as simulations
are run, different types of molecular interactions occurring in the system, discriminating constraining relationships from standard reac-
tionmechanisms, which would be key to investigate minimal metabolisms, in the way they were here characterized.
complex molecular mixtures under varying conditions.[101] However,
we have not observed a similar shift in the computational approaches
to study prebiotic chemical systems, despite some interesting excep-
tions (e.g.[102]). Classical modelling techniques, like describing the sys-
tem through a set of differential equations, are still very popular. It is
quite surprising that novel formalisms, like process algebras and rule-
based modelling approaches, which were specifically developed to cope
with complex, combinatorial and concurrent systems, have been so sel-
dom adopted, up to date. In Box 2we briefly explain what these consist
in andwhywedefend that they should be further pursued, in particular
to carry out research onminimal metabolisms.
As an example in place, let us comment an interesting study that
involves theuseof this typeof algorithmicmethods, in conjunctionwith
in vitro techniques, recently published by the Grzybowski Lab.[110]
In a first stage, this group carried out a thorough computer analysis
of prebiotically plausible chemical reaction pathways, starting from a
few simple compounds that hypothetically existed in an early-Earth
environment. Reaction patterns were translated into formal rules
that, together with those initial molecules, generated a basic grammar,
which was then used to iteratively expand the network of all possible
compounds at reach, in principle, from those starting conditions. Thus,
they computationally recreated the chemical reaction space that
can be theoretically obtained from a certain set of prebiotic building
blocks. Up to this point, a very nice example to illustrate how the
rule-based strategies (as described in Box 2) are perfectly applicable
in this context. An additional strength of their approach relied on
the fact that the selection of initial molecules, as well as the reaction
rules, were consistent with previous in vitro studies from the field of
prebiotic chemistry. Furthermore, they used their findings as a basis
to implement new in vitro experiments, as well, in order to confirm
the predictions and gain further insights. Therefore, this case is a
good illustration of how the proposed workflow (sketched in Figure 3),
can be realized successfully. However, as an approach to reach the
complexity of minimal metabolisms, we do not find it satisfactory,
yet: structural analysis (knowledge about the topology of prebiotic
reaction networks) is fundamental but not sufficient. Functional
bootstrapping requires also a dynamic perspective, through which it
should be possible to draw causal distinctions, identify different types
of relationship within chemical reaction space (in particular, control
mechanisms on top of chemical transformations), as we will briefly
recapitulate next, to conclude. In any case, the pending task to develop
new analytic techniques to characterize non-equilibrium chemistries
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that generate their ownmaterial controllers and rules, within the same
“reacting pot”, should be definitely promoted in this research field.
CONCLUDING REMARKS
Metabolism involves coupled chemical transformation processes that
synthesize constraining molecular structures, which exert diverse
types of dynamic control on these processes, to achieve relatively
robust, whole system self-maintenance in non-equilibrium conditions.
This is the real heart of biological complexity, the kernel of life as it
was beautifully expressed in our opening quote, so it should become
the main target of investigation in the field of origins, where minimal
expressions of that core idea ought to be pursued and materialized in
the near future. Reductionist molecular approaches have contributed
(and will keep contributing) to prebiotic research, of course, but we
need to conceive alternative ways of simplifying, of modelling those
first biologically relevant steps, starting already from complex chem-
ical mixtures. The empirical and theoretical tools required for such a
challenge are still under development, but that’s where the efforts of
the field should be focused.
Understanding subsequent transitions towards genetically-
instructed metabolisms (i.e., real, much more robust and efficient, full-
fledgedmetabolisms) will not be easy, either. Howon earth could these
complex systems (complex but natural systems, after all) bring about
a translation apparatus, for instance (with ribosomes, genetic code,
etc.). . . is simply mind-blowing. Nevertheless, what appears crystal
clear to us is that a translation apparatuswouldmake, literally, no sense
without metabolism. The advantage of proposing an early systems
transition in the problem of origins of life is that latermajor-transitions
look at least feasible. Minimal metabolisms would transform intomore
complex versions by developing new layers on top of that elementary
chassis we described by means of a truncated cone in Figure 2. The
process will surely require many generations of self-reproducing
protocells undergoing prebiotic selection processes, but as far as the
architecture of metabolism is concerned, we should think about it as
a co-evolution between an increasingly complex network of chemical
transformations and an increasingly complex set of molecular con-
straints (constraints on top of constraints, meta-constraints). A second,
interesting advantage of this type of proposal, proceeding stepwise
in the genealogical context of origins-of-life research, is that it should
help us decipher the principles of organization underlying the hyper-
complex system behavior that we observe, all at once, in living cells.
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